
•••Worksheet for Artists•••
Instagram: Defining Your Brand 

Username

Profile Photo

Created By Messy Ever After 

Answers and Username Ideas: 

Answers: 

Is your current username clean 

and to the point? 

Can you create similar 

usernames across social media 

platforms?

Describe your Brand

Do you want to showcase 

yourself, your art, both, or a logo?

Bio and Website Brainstorm: 
List a couple of things that 

describe you? (Dog lover, 

traveler, foodie, etc..)

Provide a link: Do you want 

people to visit your store? Read 

your blog? 

Consistency

Tasks: 

What can people expect from 

your content by following you? 

What defines your aesthetic? 

(colors, line, movement, photo 

composition, etc.) Archive posts that stray too far from your current style 

and aesthetic. 

Answers: 

Tasks: 
Look at other successful artist profiles for example and 

inspiration.
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Extraneous Post Content Tasks:
Once you define your brand, mak 

sure to only include photos 

that support or elevate it. 

Do any of your posts distract from 

your art and brand?

Archive posts that are not related to your art or your 

brand. 

Keep your profile curated and tidy. 

Use your voice: Post Captions Answers and Caption Ideas: 
What topics do you like discussing 

and starting conversations with?

What parts of your personality are 

part of your brand?

What kind of story does your art 

tell?

Interact with Followers Answers: 
Do you reply to messages and 

comments? 

What kind of customer service do 

you want to be known for? 

How do you want your followers 

to feel about you as a person?

Content and Quality Answers and Things to Improve: 
Does your profile look attractive?

Do your photos need better 

lighting? 

Do you include a variety of photo 

compositions on your profile?

Do you need to improve your 

skills?


